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Evolution of Coinage
and Commerce

Sugar Plantation in Brazil, c.1550

Money is a
- unit of account
- medium of exchange
- store of wealth

The three functions of money as taught in the classrooms
The economics textbooks (e.g. Mankiw) tell us that money in the commodity form
developed when people during barter trade became tired of having to solve the
problem of finding a B who wanted what A had, and who had what A wanted (the
double coincidence problem).
To avoid this impediment to exchange, people hit upon the idea of having certain
widely traded commodities function as temporary carriers of exchanged values,
until a sought item could be found. This greatly facilitated trade.

The grand ziggurat at Ur.
New times, new guests.

Weight stone, Mesopotamia.

Money is fundamentally a social institution, originating in complex social practices. Early
money also existed as debt accounts, which is proved by Sumerian cuneiform tablets c.
3,000 bc. However, it is not clear if debts were transferable and functioned as money
A record (an IOU) that someone owes a number of a commodity unit of account to
someone else becomes money only if it is transferable. In Mesopotamia, money existed
both as debt records, often kept in temples; and as commodity monies that traded by
weight. The shekel, a standard measure for weights of barley, was the main unit of
account for thousands of years, and is the name of the currency of modern Israel.

Ribe, Denmarks oldest city, has its roots in a Late Iron Age (c. 700 AD) trading settlement

In Scandinavia, a commodity market economy arose during the late Iron Age (c200 bc
- 800 bc), centred on seasonally occupied market localities where craftsmen and
traders plied their trades in the summer season.
The medium of exchange was hack-silver, silver objects cut to pieces according to
weight. Around 750 AD, with the commencement of the Viking period, kufic coins
from the ascending Islamic countries in the Middle East. entered Scandinavia through
the Russian river systems. The coins were often broken to get the needed weight.

Scales and weights
from a viking grave

Typical hoard with broken coins used as hack silver

In most cultures, coins—that is silver or gold lumps with a ruler’s stamp guaranteeing
weight and fineness—took over from commodity monies at some point in time
(around 500 bc in both China and Greece). This shift is explained as driven by the
convenience bestowed on market traders by the use of coins with a known value.
Obviously, a precondition was stable political leadership and structures.
In reality, the development from commodities to coins were in many cases driven by
wars that created the need to pay a large number of men for the service product of
mercenary soldiering. A case is the development of coinage during the viking period.

Full-size replica of a viking longship which could carry c100 men.

Runic stones give us glimpses into the war economy of the viking period:
“Œpir .... armed men [and went to] the west.” This points to a local headman who
‘invested’ in weapons for a group of locals so that they all could join a viking force.
“...Ulfr has taken three ‘gelds’ in England. The first Tosti paid. Then Þorketill paid. Then
Knútr paid.” This stone thus tells that Ulfr participated profitably in three Viking raids,
led by historically known Viking chiefs, the last the Viking king, Canute the Great.
The word ‘geld’ survives in modern German where it is the common word for money,
and in Danish where it means a ‘debt’(!).

Kufic coin, clipped

Canute the Great
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The above three coins, all from the same hoard, are minted between 1002 and 1035.
The Kufic coin shows that coins still circulated by weight, but that coins also had
begun to circulate as real coins, i.e. their value validated by stamps and names on the
order of Viking kings known to all.
The late viking period raids brought large amounts of English silver to Scandinavia.
There are more English coins from that period found in Scandinavia than in England
itself, and the English medieval practice of using tally sticks for economic transactions
was probably connected to the drainage of silver that the viking period had incurred.

The story of Canute ordering the tide to stop probably
originated as Church propaganda.

After the conquest, Canute sent most of the army home, but kept 40 longships (c. 4,000
men). In order to pay them, he raised a tax in England called ‘heresgeld’ = the geld (tax)
that pay for for the army (‘hær' in Danish).
A runic stone records: ... “Geiri, ...sat in the thinglid in the west.” A original meaning of
‘thing-lid’ is ‘those who follow a chieftain or king to the thing-assembly’, but here the
meaning is the king’s standing army of Scandinavians in England.

Wall painting of King Erik Plovpenning, c1250. His name, plough + penny,
refers to a tax on ploughs that he imposed.

The economic school of chartalism emphasize the relation between money and
payment of taxes.
After the political structures of royal domains became more settled and both defence
and administrative tasks required permanent institutions, the matching need for
somewhat stable incomes arose.
The main tools were what we today will call excise taxes and seigniorage. A case of an
excise tax was the a yearly tax on all ploughs, an effective tax instrument in an agrarian
economy, that the Danish king levied in the mid-13th century.

King Erik Klipping and a coin from his reign. His nickname relates to ‘clipping’ the coins, perhaps
in the general meaning of debasing the coinage.

After the Viking period, silver content of coins fell gradually allowing the state (kings)
to gain seigniorage by recalling the coinage and using the same amount of silver mixed
up with baser metals in order to issue more coins with the same value.
Coin values thus incurred an element of fiat value, or value by royal order. The value
was kept in the circulating economy by requiring taxes and tithes to be paid in the
debased coins at their par values and not silver content.

An Inca quipu.

Monetary instruments include anything that can record transferable debt-credit relations,
or money obligations. In the context of state money, the Inca quipu represents an enigma.
The Inca state, despite being led by a hereditary elite, was organized on principles of
socialist distribution. It had no markets and no ‘thing’-monies. Quipus as an information
system must have included records over labour and reciprocal distributions by public
institutions. We know that there were a school system teaching the use of the quipus, but
the Spanish cultucide was so complete that the knowledge of the quipus vanished.

Medieval castle in Scania by being erected in the middle of an earlier viking age
fortification proves the continuation of societal power structures.

In Scandinavia, the coin economy continued to exist during the Middle Ages, but
isolation sat in and the market economy became confined to local areas.
Ownership of land was the main source of economic and political power. Viking
chiefs evolved into medieval noble families whom from fortified castles controlled
the farming surplus; either by direct ownership or through a system of forced
labour and tithes.

On his way to India, Vasco da Gama visits the king of Melinda on the Kenyan coast. Recent
finds of two Chinese Yongle* coins proves that the Chinese visited the area 80 years earlier.

The travels of Columbus to the Americas and Vasco da Gama’s around Africa to India
mark the watershed between the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period. Trade
returned to centre stage after contact with the new lands brought many new products,
such as spices, sugar, and tobacco, to the European markets.
At the same time, the gold and silver plundered from the Americas invigorated money
circulation, which in turn spurred commerce and proto-industrial developments.
* Yongle reign, 1402-1424.

Edward Lloyd’s Coffee House in London, originally a hub for shipping news, gave
birth to the famous insurance company.

Overseas trade brought a host of new commodities to Europe, which led to a rapid
growth of the market economy. Accumulation by trading enterprises created protocapitalist conditions.
Accumulation and investment risks connected to the rising trade gave birth the new
economic institutions, such as fractional banking and insurance houses, both needed to
support the mercantile enterprises.

Kolonialhandel (handel = trade). Copenhagen, early twentieth century.

The colonial trade brought many changes in life-styles and perhaps in particular in
food habits to Europe.
The importance of the colonial trade is witnessed by the fact that in some
European countries a general store was called a ‘kolonialhandel’ (or similar terms)
= literally ‘shops selling colonial products’.
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